A holistic in silico approach to predict functional sites in protein structures.
Proteins execute and coordinate cellular functions by interacting with other biomolecules. Among these interactions, protein-protein (including peptide-mediated), protein-DNA and protein-RNA interactions cover a wide range of critical processes and cellular functions. The functional characterization of proteins requires the description and mapping of functional biomolecular interactions and the identification and characterization of functional sites is an important step towards this end. We have developed a novel computational method, Multi-VORFFIP (MV), a tool to predicts protein-, peptide-, DNA- and RNA-binding sites in proteins. MV utilizes a wide range of structural, evolutionary, experimental and energy-based information that is integrated into a common probabilistic framework by means of a Random Forest ensemble classifier. While remaining competitive when compared with current methods, MV is a centralized resource for the prediction of functional sites and is interfaced by a powerful web application tailored to facilitate the use of the method and analysis of predictions to non-expert end-users. http://www.bioinsilico.org/MVORFFIP